
Product description
MP 75 is a conventional gypsum based dry mor-
tar for one coat application on interior walls and 
ceilings. It can be applied on plaster-friendly sub-
strates without surface pre-treatment and on ad-
verse substrates with primers such as Knauf Be-
tokontakt. 
Properties
■ Gypsum dry mortar for interior applications
■ B1/50/2 acc. to DIN EN 13279

■ Mortar group P IV acc. to DIN V 18550
■ One coat application
■ Pliable
■ Efficient
■ Enables high plastering performance
■ Abrasion-resistant
■ Nail-proof
■ Room climate regulating
■ Fire resistant

■ Surface can be smoothed
■ Surface can be textured
■ Wallpaper and tile friendly
■ Allows hand or machine application
■ Skin compatible
■ Processing time approx. 3 hours

Application
Preparation
Check substrate for compliance with VOB part C, 
DIN 18350, chapter 3.1 and/or according to VOB 
part B, DIN 1961 § 4 no. 3. Clean substrate from 
dust and loose bits. Remove coarse unevenness-
es. Cover tape conduits at least 5 mm. Do not 
plaster on frozen substrates.
Concrete and light concrete: Remove fi lm-forming 
concrete release agents and possibly existing sin-
tering skins. Prime inadequately absorbent sub-
strates and tight concrete surfaces with Knauf Be-
tokontakt (concrete primer) and allow to dry.
Flat roofs, prefabricated concrete units: When 

plastering fl at roofs made of reinforced concrete 
or prefabricated concrete units prime with Knauf 
Betokontakt (concrete primer). Separate plaster 
from adjoining components with Knauf Trenn-Fix 
65 separation strip or cut free vertically after plas-
tering.
Masonry of all kinds: If the surface is highly ab-
sorbent prime with Knauf Aufbrennsperre (suction 
block)/ Grundiermittel (primer).
Mastic asphalt screed: In case of mastic asphalt 
screed, ensure suffi cient ventilation in order to 
avoid thermal stresses.

Application
Average plaster thickness 10 mm, min. 8 mm.
If, in exceptional cases, a two coat plaster be-
comes necessary for higher thickness spread fi rst 
coat roughly with plasterer‘s fl oat or fi nishing spat-
ula. After complete drying, prime with Knauf Auf-
brennsperre (mixed 1:3 with water). Again after 
drying the next coat can be applied.
For ceilings only one coat plaster is allowed.
Spraying: Spray Knauf MP 75 in lean consistency 
(high water setting on plastering machine) to wall 
from top to bottom. Breaks during spraying should 
not exceed 10 minutes otherwise mixer, pump and 

Knauf MP 75
Projection plaster
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The constructional and structural properties, and characteristic building physics of Knauf systems can solely be 
ensured with the exclusive use of Knauf system components, or other products expressly recommended by Knauf.

Application
hoses must be emptied.
Spreading and ruling: Spread plaster with 
straight edge, rule (slightly rough surface) after ap-
prox. 80 to 100 minutes (depending on substrate), 
and align corners.
Sponging: Create a suffi cient amount of plaster 
sludge using a sponge fl oat after wetting of plaster 
surface and level small unevennesses.
Smoothing: Smooth with Swiss Trowel after initial 
drying of the plaster surface. If necessary, smooth 
for a second time. Ensure suffi cient ventilation for 
a fast drying of the plaster. For surface qualities 
Q1 to Q4 levelled and Q2 to Q4 smoothed. Q4 on-
ly in connection with Knauf Multi-Finish or Reeady-
gips. (Code of Practice „Putzoberfl ächen im Innen-
bereich“,2003, published by the Deutscher Stuck-
gewerbebund).

Special notes
Pre-treatment for tiling: Minimum plaster thick-
ness 10 mm, one coat. Plaster humidity max. 1%. 
Only straighten plaster surface and level with the 
back of the levelling device (do not sponge and/ or 
smooth, only scratch). Check tiling substrate ac-
cording to VOB part C, DIN 18352, chapter 3.2. 
Apply primer up to the ceiling with Knauf Tiefen-
grund (surface primer) for tiling with glue-fi xing 
method. Glue with cement-based glue (Knauf 
Bau- und Fliesenkleber) or resin-based dispersion 
glue (Knauf Fliesenkleber). Do not fi ll joints before 
glue has dried.
For splash water areas a pre-treatment with Knauf 
Flächendicht (sealing primer) is recommended.
Glue with Knauf Flexkleber or Knauf Bau- und 
Fliesenkleber in connection with Knauf Elast.

Pre-treatment for coats and linings
The plaster should be dry, free from movement 
and dust-free. Select suitable primer for the desig-
nated coat. Convenient: Priming dispersions, sol-
vent free primers, e.g. Grundol Tiefengrund ELF, 
wallpaper paste for pre-pasting. Consider VOB 
part C, DIN 18363 resp. DIN 18366. 
Fire protection
For the use as concrete cover 10 mm plaster thick-
ness can be assumed as equivalent to 10 mm 
standard concrete cover.
Machines / equipment
P.F.T. plaster machine G 4 
approx. 20 l mortar/min = approx. 2 m² 
at 10 mm plaster thickness = approx. 120 m²/h.
Order information / storage 
30kg / 40kg bags, can be stored for 3 months on 
dry wooden pallets.

Technical data
Consumption

Coat thickness Consumption Efficiency
mm kg/m² m²/bag m²/ton

MP 75 10 10 3.0                100

(DIN V 18550) 
Bulk density: ca. 1,000 kg/m³
Ball indentation hardness: 12.0 N/mm²
Bending tensile strength: 1.8 N/mm²
Compressive strength: > 3.5 N/mm²
Density: ca. 1,100 kg/m³
Water vapour diffusion
coeffi cient μ: 8
Thermal conductivity: 0.35 W/(m∙K)

MP 75 10 10                                       4.0                100

Disclaimer: The information provided in this leaflet is only intended to give guidance in selecting and using Knauf products. While we make every effort to ensure 
its accuracy, neither Knauf nor any of  its employees or affiliates warrant or assume any  legal liability or responsibility for the completeness or usefullness
of this leaflet and any failure in installing or constructing any structure installation or building that may be caused by using this leaflet. 
Readers are advised to independently verify this information prior to relying on it. In particular, readers must obtain appropriate independent advice on the use 
of products in specific structures, installations or buildings to ensure compliance with all regulations, including health and safety regulations.

For more information on Knauf and Knauf products follow these links:
-  Knauf home page
-  Gypsum as a Building Material
-  Environmental Management
-  Quality Management
-  Reference Buildings
-  Knauf Aquapanel
-  Exterior Wall
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*Please note that the above figures are approximate values and may vary according to background type.
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http://www.knauf.com/www/en/index.php
http://www.knauf.com/www/en/baustoff-gips/baustoff_1.html
http://www.knauf.com/www/en/umweltmanagement/umweltmangement.htm
http://www.knauf.com/www/en/qualit_tsmanagement/qualitaetsmangagemant.html
http://www.knauf.com/www/en/referenzobjekte/referenzobjekte.php
www.aquapanel.com
http://www.aquapanel.com/solutions/knauf-exterior-wall



